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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Also, I am urging all out members to please keep their
membership current to help keep the organization
alive. As everyone around the country is encountering, we
Yes, summer is here and in it
are heading into more challenging times with increases in
came like a blasting furnace
fuel and airfare prices. With this in mind we are narrowing
with not too much of a transition into spring! Now we are in our search for next year's conference location and hope
that everyone will be able to attend although it can be diffithe element of fire, which recult to accommodate all of our members geographilates to yin (heart) and yang
(small intestine). Bearing this in cally. We hope to announce the location for the 2009 conference in our next newsletter. Once again we are always
mind, one should refrain from
looking for interested candidates for the Board of Direct’ai chi practice in the midafternoon, when the chi is more tors. If you are interested in applying, or contributing in
in the heart meridian, especially another way by volunteering your efforts, please contact of
our Board Members to find out how you can help.
for those with high blood pressure and cardiac problems.
Finally, we would like to welcome our
However, don't be alarmed; just (youngest and) newest "member" of
understand that at this time of year one does not benefit as
the Association! On April 11, 2008,
much from practice in the mid-afternoon as you would
Larry Riddle and Kristina Bung Ridwhen practicing in the early morning.
dle celebrated the birth of their daughter Tara Colleen Riddle (7 lbs, 15 oz).
By this time I am sure all GPYTCA Certified Teachers
have received their new certificates. Congratulations to all Please join all of us on the Board of
of our dedicated teachers who continue to help support the Directors in celebrating this happy
news for Larry and Kristina and welpropagation of Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi. We appreciate
coming Tara Colleen to the
your diligence and continued interest.
Tara Colleen
Association!
I would like to take this opportunity to announce the
launching of our newly designed website with many thanks Sincerely,
to Lucy Bartimole for all her hard work on the redesign and Randy Elia
President
reorganization. This is just the beginning as we will continue to improve the navigation and information we offer to
Year
our members and others who are interested in our organization. I am very excited by this prospect to help rejuvenate
of the
the face that GPYTCA presents to the world.
Rat
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Editor: Sifu Thomas Carney

207 Kinderkamack Road, Emerson NJ 07630
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We need articles from members
and especially teachers.
The editor reserves the right to edit any material or article submitted for publication.
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FILM REVIEW

Film Review
by Kia Hanning

Kung Fu Panda (2008)
Directors: Mark Osborne and John Stevenson
Writers: Jonathan Aibel and Glenn Berger
Cinematographer: Yong Duk Jhun
Primary cast (voiced by): Jack Black, Dustin Hoffman, Angelina Jolie, Ian
McShane, Jackie Chan, Seth Rogen, Lucy Liu, and David Cross

This film has just about everything one could want in a martial
arts film. There are great fight scenes, wonderful teachings, beautiful
scenery—all in a child-friendly package.
Kung Fu Panda is a wonderful example of the classic story of the
young person (or Panda in this case) who dreams of greatness, but is
stuck in a mundane existence. Po wants to be a famous fighter like those
on the mountain above his village, but he is stuck in the family business.
Po’s father dreams that his son will someday be ready to receive the
“secret ingredient” and be able to take over the business.
In an act of partial defiance and partial desire to see the famous five Kung Fu Masters, Po abandons his
work and ends up right in the thick of a very important event, and appears to have been chosen to defend the
valley against a formidable foe, “by accident.” However, as we come to find out, and the Grandmaster points
out several times, there are no accidents.
From a teaching standpoint, this is an excellent film. It touches on most of the aspects involved in a
martial arts school. We see the mysterious and whimsical Grandmaster as the subtle and gentle guide, yet one
with incredible strength when needed. There is the relationship of the most senior Masters, and we see that even
senior Masters can get impatient with their teachers, as well as be frustrated about the way of their own path and
what to do when faced with obstacles. There is also the relationship between the students and Master, both the
senior students and the untrained, overeager “upstart.” Finally, we see the relationships among the students—
both those who begin to accept the new student and those who consistently refuse to do so. We ourselves can
see these issues at all levels of our training as martial artists.
This film also serves as an excellent guide for the martial arts instructor. We learn to examine our students and individualize our teaching by using their strengths and weaknesses. The philosophical teachings are
sometimes subtly placed—and sometimes very obvious—but always done in a way similar to how a good martial arts instructor would use them. The writing was a perfect
combination of the serious, solid teachings of a martial arts
Master, with excellent little jokes and comic relief mixed in for
good measure and entertainment value.
The main character Po is a perfect example of most
martial arts students; many of us want to be the best we can be.
We want to be like the students, teachers, and famous martial
artists we admire. However, we all have our own strengths
and weaknesses, and we must learn to work with them, and use
them the best we can. Po learns to use what he has (whether it
be his own natural attributes, or a wok), and what he knows;
(Continued on page 6)
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MARSHAL THE ART OF LIFE

Marshal The Art of Life
By: Jarl Forsman
Socrates said, “An unexamined life is not worth living.” Introspection is key to living a fulfilled and satisfying life. Having a daily practice of tai chi, meditation, self-reflection and inquiry is, in my opinion, a
great way to attain a life worth living. Tai chi, meditation, and push hands are wonderful tools, but can be
hijacked by the ego without the added ingredients of
self-reflection and inquiry.
I was recently reading a blog sent to me online in
which a tai chi practitioner posed the question to a
teacher, “Is the tai chi form enough or do we need to
learn push hands?” The answer given was that if one
wants the benefits gained from push hands that can’t
be attained through the form alone, then yes, one
needs to learn push hands. The author went on to give
some of the benefits gained by practicing push
hands. First, he stated that push hands gives a
“softness check.” Practicing push hands helps with
understanding and developing a sense of softness that
if one were moving slowly and ran into a small tree
sapling one would learn to melt around it rather than
push it out of the way. Secondly, he stated that push
hands practice helps give a sense of how good one’s
root and balance, (both developed in the form), are by
playing push hands. Thirdly, he stated, playing push
hands is good place to test out one’s “calm,” which
one is working to attain by practicing the form.
I agree with the author that push hands is beneficial in
many ways including the three he stated. It’s also an
opportunity to tune into another and experience intimacy. It requires undivided attention and absolute
presence, which are wonderful qualities to cultivate
and can be avoided by practicing only the tai chi
form.
Tai chi and push hands are powerful techniques to
help cultivate harmony and balance in all areas of life,
a sense of flow, presence, concentration, attention,
flexibility, not only physically but also mentally and
emotionally. They provide a wonderful way to cultivate a sense of peace and a softening into reality as it
is, while it is, until it changes. Rather than opposing,
pushing or pulling, we learn to “melt around,” to accept what we can’t change with grace and wisdom,
knowing that all is temporary and will change in
time. Tai chi and push hands are physical metaphoric
practices of staying centered throughout the constant

play of opposites, the movement from yin into yang and
back into yin.
The real test to see if your tai chi form or your push hands
practice is delivering is to look at your life. One doesn’t
have to look very deeply to see if the techniques are being
properly employed and integrated into the fabric of everyday life. How harmonious are your relationships with your
loved ones, your friends and your family? Do you “melt
around” perceived obstacles or push and pull to get your
way? Does your life feel as if you are in flow, effortlessly
attaining what you feel you need or are you struggling?
Are you focused on what makes you joyful or do you find
yourself complaining in a victim stance? Are you angry
and resistant or are you soft and allowing with what you
disagree? Do you dislike people who don’t see life as you
do? Are you healthy? Are you happy? Are you at peace?
Are you patient? Are you grateful? Are you balanced emotionally and know that life is only as you see it? Can you
see that all pain is self-inflicted, that there is in fact no
other, that we are, in TRUTH, all one?
These are quick tests to see how effective your practice
is. If practicing is not delivering the positive qualities in
your life, the form is probably not the problem. The problem is within. These wonderful techniques must be approached with a proper attitude and sincere effort must be
made to truly live the principles. It’s not what we do, but
how we do anything that makes the difference in our
lives. As the saying goes, Attitude is everything.

Donations
General Fund
Carol E. Caramagno
Sebastian R. Caramagno
Nicholas J. D’Antoni
Henry Look
Susan J. Payne
Lynn Sharp
Shoko Takegoshi

Janet Peak
Ralph Kenny
Betty Belogovsky
Darlene Neeley
Pat Maher
Sada Hatanaka
Miyoko Carter

Marilyn Mathews Scholarship Fund:
Julie Li
Paki Sukwattana
Gary W. Rosenblum
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UC BERKELEY CHINESE MARTIAL ARTS TOURNAMENT
I am pleased to announce that several members of the Berkeley Buddhist Monastery branch of the Wen Wu School
of Martial Arts, headed by myself, performed quite well in the recent open annual Chinese Martial Arts competition
on the University of California Berkeley Campus. In the Guang Ping Yang
Tai Chi “Forms” category....Minako Bennet won a first place Gold medal in
the Senior women’s division against five contestants, Adrienne Miller also
won a Gold medal with a beautiful set (she garnered the highest overall score
of 8.8 amongst all competitors) in the Advanced women’s division, although,
unfortunately there were no other contestants in that division. Craig Bryant
scored a third place in the Advanced Men’s division, and finally Sean Kelly
won a second place in push hands competition. Last year he won a Gold in the
Advanced Men’s Form division.
Shih-Fu Henry Look’s student took Gold in the Advanced Men’s division
(among other winners from Shih-Fu Look’s School).
Congratulations to all competitors!

Master Fu-Tung

From Top Left...Sean Kelly,
Fu-Tung Cheng, Josh Alpern,
Bottom Left... Adrienne Miller
and Minako Bennet

Minako Bennet
Adrienne Miller pushing hands
against a much bigger opponent
who was a heavy weight pushing
a lightweight because of lack of
competitors.

Sean Kelly competing with Josh Alpern
in push hands.

In Memory of Mary K. Pabst
December 1996
Mary was a loving student of mine, who transformed
herself and bloomed, a loving teacher of many who
carry on our passion, and, in her last letter to me,
said: "I have loved every minute of my tai chi life."
Diane Rabinowitz
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TO CORRECT OR NOT TO CORRECT

To Correct or not to Correct
By Kia Hanning
I have been teaching Tai Chi and Qigong at my local
YMCA for just under a year and it has been a wonderful experience. I really enjoy teaching, especially Tai
Chi and Qigong, because as students progress in the
forms, they begin to experience things that are often
surprising to them. As an instructor of this martial art,
you not only get to see the wonder and satisfaction of
your students the first time they get a movement right,
but also the reactions the first time they really feel their
Qi moving, especially when they can feel it against
their hands during the form and standing Qigong.
It is amazing to be able to help people along the path of
discovery which occurs in the course of the study of
Tai Chi and Qigong. My students have wonderful
questions, comments, and revelations. One of my students comes to me having watched something about
Tai Chi on television or having read something in a
book, amazed, when she realizes more and more that
every action in the form is important on many levels.
Her usual comment is something like: “I just thought
that was a ‘Kia’ thing, that you did with your hand, but
I found out it actually has an application!”
My first, and probably most influential teacher was my
Mom, Marilyn Mathews. From a terribly young age,
she worked with me on counting, colors, objectidentification, etc. As I got older, it was instruction on
the playground on the best way to do a dismount off of
an apparatus we called “the staple.” While other mothers would have been horrified to know that their daughters were flipping themselves off of this thing, my
Mom was spotting and instructing me. It was just wonderful. As my Girl Scout leader and Girl Scout Camp
director, my mother taught me a love for the out-ofdoors, singing, camping, etc. She always encouraged
me to try new things, even when she didn’t know much
about them herself. It is interesting that the only formal
class I ever had with her was at Peter Kwok’s Kung Fu
Academy. There, she taught her classes the way she
worked with all people in life, with enthusiasm, encouragement, and gentle criticism (“L-stance in this
form, remember”).
I find myself also gently, but firmly correcting my students as we go through the forms. While I think it is
important to correct and be corrected, it is essential that
we, as teachers do so in a respectful manner. Mistakes
are important in the study of anything. To be called out

on our mistakes in front of the rest of the class is unacceptable. However, to ignore, rather than correct, mistakes can almost be more damaging in the long run.
I debate this topic regularly with a fellow instructor in the area. He is hesitant to correct his students because he does not want to lose students. I agree that early
on, encouragement is the primary order of the day, especially as Tai Chi and Qigong can be initially overwhelming. Form can be tweaked later. However, I disagree that
we should never correct our students. Certainly, to point
to a specific student and ridicule or even say a specific
name can be embarrassing for the student, and encouragement throughout is important. I have found though, as I
correct my students, that they appreciate it, and as they
practice correctly, they get more and more benefits from
their study and practice. They also begin to see the principles and movements of Tai Chi and Qigong seep into
their everyday lives, whereas previously they were just
going through the motions.
One of my students was thrilled to report that he
had nearly knocked over a glass of water, but because of
his training, not only caught the glass, but caught the water in a smooth, fluid movement combined with incredible
reaction time. Another student was excited to tell me
how the form feels so much better to her now that we
have been concentrating on how we should be moving
our bodies to get the most energy flow.
I think that if we do not focus on the small movements (and the big movements for that matter), we cannot
fully get the benefits of the form, and it is a disservice to
our students not to give them feedback on their form and
style. If we do not correct our students, they might as
well just be learning from a video.

Kia (left) teaching Teresa
“Snake Creeps Down.”
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Honorary Chairmen
Y. C. Chiang, CA
Henry Look, CA

Past Presidents
Dominick Ruggieri, NJ
October 2003-October 2005

Nick D’Antoni, WA
October 2001-October 2003

Nina Sugawara, CA
March 2000-October 2001

Donald Rubbo, CA
October 1998-March 2000

Henry Look, CA
February 1996-October 1998

Board Members
President:
Randy Elia, NJ
President@GuangPingYang.org

Vice-President Elect:
To Be Announced

(Continued from page 2 - Movie Review)

enhancing these particular qualities to defeat his opponent.
Aside from the storyline, the filmmakers did a great job illustrating
many of the “mysterious” aspects of the internal arts. They touched on the
uses of acupressure and acupuncture—both as healing and as fighting techniques—with a particularly interesting scene
involving acupuncture to subdue and imprison
an individual. They managed to show qi being
used in a fight, both when the individual is in
control of the qi, and when the individual is
not. It was incredibly well done.
What it really all comes down to—in
this film, and in life—is that we must search
inside ourselves, and look to our roots to
achieve our goals and defeat our opponents. If
we are true to who and what we are, we will
succeed.

President-Elect@GuangPingYang.org

Vice-President:
Lawrence Riddle, WI
Vice-President@GuangPingYang.org

Treasurer:
Paki Sukwattana, OH
Treasurer@GuangPingYang.org

Julie Li, NJ
Membership@GuangPingYang.org

Secretary:
Patricia Boucher, TX
Tricia@GuangPingYang.org

Nick D’Antoni, WA
Nick@GuangPingYang.org

Lucy Bartimole, OH
Lucy@GuangPingYang.org

National Advisors
Valarie Prince-Gabel, Newport Beach, CA
JoAnna Gee Schoon, Laguna Beach, CA
Daniel Lee, Duarte, CA
Jonathon Shear, Richmond, VA
Paul Taylor, San Francisco, CA

Membership Coordinator
Julie Li
c/o Peter Kwok’s Kung-Fu Academy
207 Kinderkamack Road
Emerson, NJ 07630
Membership@GuangPingYang.org

Web
www.guangpingyang.org
Webmaster:
Lucy Bartimole
Webmaster@GuangPingYang.org

Editor:
Thomas Carney
Editor@GuangPingYang.org

Kuo Lien Ying Memorial
Portsmouth Square, San Francisco
June 8, 2008
From left to right:
Front Row Kneeling: Sylvia Ma, Tom Stewart, David Tiopan,
Lynn Sharp, Sada Htanaka, Ron Lee, Gene (unk.)
Middle Row Standing: Paul Black, Ralph Kenney, Nick D’Antoni,
Marilyn Cooper, Henry Look, Jarl Forsman, Shoko Takegoshi, Joan
Tay, Richard Ralph, John McKee, Kimo LePree
Back Row Standing: Randy Sugawara, unknown, Richard Williams,
Paul Taylor, Fu-Tung Cheng, Norma Austin, Steve Sekhon,
Steve Fradue
(Susan Detert took picture along with several other participants who were not in the group photo.)
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California
Norma Austin
Normachi@aol.com
David Bernhardt
sifubo@taijiway.com
Fu-Tung Cheng
futung@chengdesign.com
Yun-Chung Chiang
Kathleen Giustino
Bing Gong
bgongtiger@aol.com
Michael Hogan
mghogan@usa.net
Daniel Lee
danleeyinyang@aol.com
Henry Look
sifulook@yahoo.com
Jo Presbury Smith
jopresburysmith@aol.com
Valarie Prince Gabel
ChiPowr@aol.com
JoAnna Gee Schoon
jschoon@ivc.edu
Paul Taylor
PBT6868@aol.com
Allen Trigueiro
daiku1@hotmail.com
Denmark
Inger Jensen
ij-tornby@stofanet.dk

France
Eric Lelaquais
taom74@wanadoo.fr

North Carolina
David Chin
realhopgar@earthlink.net

Illinois
Steven Kemps
chipmunk64@mac.com

Scott Schnieder
sschneider1@carolina.rr.com

Japan
Daniel Harrington
ddh@gol.com
New Hampshire
Peggy Simone
peggy.simone@comcast.net
Mary Sturtevant, M. Ed.
qi@pathofharmony.com
New Jersey
Thomas Carney
streetsurvival@optonline.net
Randy Elia
peterkwok@aol.com
Ira Esformes
DOCIRA@aol.com

Ohio
Lucy Bartimole
lucy11@core.com
Jeff Burton
jeffersan@yahoo.com
Paki Sukwattana
pakichi64@hotmail.com
Rhode Island
Diane Rabinowitz
wenwutaichi@earthlink.net
Texas
Patricia Boucher
tricia@guangpingyang.org
Virginia
Jonathan Shear

Sylvia Gattnig

Washington
Nicholas D’Antoni
nick@quangpingyang.org

Dennis Glanfield
taichibum@juno.com

Lynn Sharp
lynn@villasditalia.com

Steve Karpen
Richard Kosch

Wisconsin
Kristina Riddle
kristinasmiles@hotmail.com

Rosalind Ressner
taichiroz@yahoo.com

Wilkes Covey III

Gary Rosenblum

Joy Foye
jlfoye@verizon.net

Dominick Ruggieri
sifu@chinahand.com

Dan Murphy
dmurphy38@yahoo.com

Michael Vassallo
michael@millenniumpackaging.com

Lawrence Riddle
wiswenwuschool@verizon.net

Mission Statement Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi Association
To promote, perpetuate, develop interest in, and preserve the quality of Guang Ping Yang style T’ai Chi Chuan
throughout the world, and to provide support for research and education in Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi in honor of
the memory of Sifu Kuo Lien Ying, who brought Guang Ping to the United States, and in commemoration of his
unselfish sharing of his many skills.
We strive to develop and honor the life-enhancing qualities of respect, humility, integrity, honesty, loyalty, and kindness. We
manifest our commitment to this process by honoring our teachers, students, each other, and the practice of Internal Arts.

Calendar of Events

Tai Chi for Neck and Back Pain
and Qi Gong for Healing

AAU National Kung Fu Championships

September 27-28, 2008
29 W. Dillenbeck Drive
Albany, NY 12203
518-459-6869
sales@jiangtaichi.com
www.jiangtaichi.com

August 16, 2008
Clay Madsen Recreation Center,
601 Great Oaks Dr. B-300, Round Rock, TX.
RRKungFu@Hotmail.com
www.aaunationalkungfuchampionship.com

Summer Retreat
Santa Cruz Mountains of N. California
Thursday, Aug. 28 to Sunday, Aug. 31 2008

The Wen Wu School

MasterY.C. Chaing & Master Hui Liu
All Guang Ping T’ai Chi and Dayon Qigong
students welcome.
Focus will be on practicing martial arts and meditation. There
will be optional classes in Wu Xing Chuan (Hsing Yi),
Shaolin Ba Duan Jin, Chinese Brush Pianting, I-Ching,
and Chinese Arts of Healing

Registration must be received by July 25.

www.wenwuschool.com/retreat08/
Disclaimer: The events listed are provided as a resource. They
are not sponsored or endorsed by the GPYTCA.

Eleventh World Congress on
Qigong and Traditional Chinese Medicine
September 19-23, 2008 (5 Day)
San Francisco, California Golden Gateway Holiday Inn
Van Ness Avenue 2008.
Featured on PBS, Oprah, Good Morning America, NBC Nightly
News and Arab Television, this spotlight on Qigong is welcome and
long overdue. Experience demonstrations of remarkable Qigong/
TCM healing skills and techniques and research presentations featuring world class international masters and scientists. History, theory,
policy, science , Qigong exercise, meditation, acupuncture, healing
foods and herbs, cupping, Tui Na, Ahn Moh, Feng Shui, and more
from the entire Chinese cultural systems approach to whole person
health and healing.

East West Academy of Healing Arts
eastwestqi@aol.com
www.eastwestqi.com
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Movement 5

Photo and description taken from:
“Tai Chi Chuan in Theory and Practice”
By: Kuo Lien Ying

Brush Knee And Twist Step
Lou Hsih Au Pu

